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report a most extraordinary UFO case.
One of the leading newspapers in
Spain, La Gaceta-Del
Norte, ran an

NICAP has been consistently receiving
reports from police officers up and down
the eastern seaboard for over two

jects during a three day period. By the
third day, the reports began to decline in
number, but something was still being

article regarding a UFO that crashed in
the northern area of Lima, Peru on
November 11. The crash site was in a

months. All of the sightings made by the
officers have had similar characteristics.

observed in the early morning skies,
The planet Venus was ruled out as a
possible explanation due to the number
of the objects being seen as well as the
mobility characteristics. Homes;:ead Air
Force based was contacted but aspokesman for the base stated that "nothing
unusual had been picked up by radar."
He further stated that to the best of his
knowledge no unusual craft were being
flown and there were no air experiments
conducted during that period of time.
The Air Force once again denied the
existence of UFOs over Dade County. An
expert meteorologist for the National
Oceaniac and Atmospheric Administralion stated that there was no usual or
unusual phenomena that could be attributed to the sightinge.
Another witness (not a pogcer officer)
was on her way home from work when
she spotted two "strange objects" in the

dense jungle and difficult to reach with
conventional
vehicles. However,
the
Director of Education for the region, Mr.
Rodolfo Chujutagi, assisted the local authorities in their offers to retrieve the
craft. When the police and Chujutalli
reached the crash site, it was reported
thattheUFOwasvery
muchin tact.
The craft was described as being oval
shaped and measured
380 centimeters
wide. The UFO had an extremely unusual
metallic exterior surface. There were two
spheres which measured 30 centimeters in
diameter, One bed been severely damaged. An antenna (which looked like a
TV antenna) protruded at the top of the
craft, It hod five spikes connected to the
antenna-like apparatus.
The object is presently being held at a
Spanish Civil Guard Station. NICAP's
foreign investigators are endeavoring to
have the craft released for proper analy-

sky about 4:30 a.m. Her first impression
was that it must be an extremely bright

sis. Their findings will be reported in the
UFO INVESTIGATOR
when available.

NEW

JERSEY

The first series of reports filed was
from Ramsey, New Jersey on October 4.
The two officers that witnessed the ohject were Francis J. Gross and C. Ragazzo.
The policemen were on routine patrol
when Officer Ragazzo received a radio
call from Gross informing him of five
"strange looking" lights in the southwest
sky. Both officers were able to observe
the objects for a period of five minutes.
The time of the sighting was 2:55 a.m.
The lights were in a straight line formation moving very slowly. They appeared
solid and were reddish in color, The rear
sections of the objects were blurred but
the rest of the cigar shape was distinctly
outlined,
The officers watched the objects intently until they disappeared from sight,
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star, but later realized it wasn't. The
witness stopped her car to enable her to
observe tl_e objects more closely. The
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UFoappeared
toaome
almost
togethar

err November 5, six Dade County
police officers sighted three UFOs in the
early morning sky. It was 4:39 a.m. when
two additioneJ UFOs were observed. The

then all of a sudden, one went to the east
and the other south. The witness then
followed the object that had gone in the
southernly direction. She stated that the
UFOs behaved In an erratic manner and

officers were able to keep the objects
withfn viewing range until daybreak,
Dade County police, radio stations,
newspapers, eta., were literally inundated
with hundreds of telephone calls from
local residents reporting cone-shaped oh-

had blinking lights. The witness emphatically stated that she observed a most
unusual phenomena and concurs with the
other residents and police officers that
"something" was visiting Dade County
for three mornings in a row....

THE N/CAP BOARD OF GOVERNORS,
OFFICERS AND STAFF WOULD LIKE
TO EXTEND THEIR SINCERE WISHES
TO EACH
MEMBER
AND
THEIR
FAMILIES
A
HAPPY
HOLIDAY
SEASON.
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WHY
MIGHT
ASCIENTIST
DECIDE
TOINVESTIGATE
UFOREPORT
?
By: Bruce S. Maccabee,Ph.D.
The November1975 issueof the UFG
INVESTIGATOR publisheda submitted
article entitled, "WHY M/GHT A SCIENTIST DECIDE TO INVESTIGATE
UFO REPORTS?". Space limitations
madeit necessaryto concludethe article
in this issuefor your readingpleasure,
I shall now presenta detailedanalysis
consisting of representatibe arguments
and counter-argumentsin a series of
attempts to explainthe report in termsof
known phenomena.The argumentsto be
presented naturally refer specificallyto
this report, but they are typical of arguments used in =theanalysis of all welldocumentedUFO reports,
The basiccharacteristicsof the object
describedin the report are (1) it wasdark
against the bright blue sky, (2) it was
apparently rather large,and (3) it maintained a fixed position for an extended
period of time. Dark objectswhich are
seenin the sky and which could exhibit

rather detailed descriptionof the object
by the observer,who would haverecognized a helicopter, especially if it were
viewed through sevenpower binoculars.
Also, the overall shapeand "tilt" of the
object is difficult to reconcilewith typical orientationsof helicopters.Moreover,
a he)icopter would turn on its running
lights as eveningcame (if it were flying
legally),yet no lightswere reportedin the
vicinity of, or associated
with, the object.
Explanation (c) is also improbable for
several reasons. One of these is the
distance over which the object was re;.
portedlyseen.To be visibleover about 9
miles, a balloon would have to be quite
large, like a weather balloon. However, I
was assuredin severalconversationswith
weather bureau personnelwho are acquaintad with weather balloon characteristica that it would be virtually impossible
for such a balloonto meet the combined
requirementsof beingdark colored, being
largeenoughto be seenfor 9 miles,and

describean'object which can be identifled; (3) claim that the object was not
real, and that the report is a fabrication;
(4) claim that, since the data are insufficient to establish the nature of the
object, the report is of marginalvalue and
one must wait for better data before
reaching a conclusion; or (5) conclude
that the report describesa truly new
physicalphenomenon.
An example of the type of explanation
that would be consistentwith the report
and the first choiceabovewould be that
the object was, in effect, a hoax (intentional or unintentional) on the part of
someone other than the observers.The
object might be an oddly-shapedballoon
or kite "anchored" to Short Mountain so
that it would not drift away. However,
the possiblity.that this could be a valid
identification of the object seems extremely remote since the side of Short
Mountain is a forest which would make
launchesof large balloons or kites very

these characteristicsere insects, birds,
helicopters, and balloons. (Astronomical
objects are ruled out primarily because
the object was reportedly dark againstthe
sky, but also becausethe sightinglines to
the object are not parallel and because
the object was seen considerably before
sunset).However,various other characteristics of the object make these identifica,
tions difficult, if not impossible,to accept,
For example, one might consider the
possiblity that the several observers
misidentified (a) a hovering b_e, some
otherinsect,or a hummingbirdwhich was
at close range, (b) a helicopter that was
hovering at a large distance (several
kilometers), or (c) a dark colored, large,
freely-floating
balloon. Explanation
(a) is contradicted by the major ohserver's claim of seeing the object at
distances of" up to 9 miles, by the
duration of the sighting, and probably
also by the time of the year (ear/y
spring). Explanation (b) is not contradicted by either the distanceover which
the object was observedor by the duration of the sighting,althoughone might
wonder why a helicopter would hover,
motionless,overtheside of a mountainin
the middle of the ShenandoahValley for

being over the ShenandoahValley at an
altitude as low as two kilometers. Of
course, a large, dark colored, locallylaunched balloon (not launched by the
weather service, however, sincethere are
no launch sitesin the ShenandoahValley)
could satisfy all of these requirements,
but it would still have to satisfy the
requirement of perfect balance between
the weight and buoyancy of the balloon
in order to remain at a fixed altitude,
However, the main reasonto reject the
freely-flOating balloon explanation is the
very probableexistenceof a leasta gentle
breezein the vicinity of Mt. Jacksonsince
there was a 2.5 m/sec, wind atStaunton,
Of course, the reported shape and orientation of the object are also inconsistent
with expected shapes(spherical,conical
(apex downward),or elliptical) and orientation (rotstionally symmetric about a
vertical axis) of a stable, hovering batloon.
Since a straightforwardidentification
of the object in a manner that is consistentwith the totality of the report is
apparentlynot possible,one is [eft with
the following choices: (1) attempt to
identify the object with some rare, but
"understood" physicalphenomenon;(2)

difficult, to say the least. Moreover,tl_
apparentheight of the object would ha.vb
required tethering cable lengths greater
than a kilometer. With particular regard
to the kite hypothesis, the kite would
have to be unusually large and would
have to be constructed in sucha way that
[t would not flutterln thewind. Moreover,
it would have to be designed so that it
could appear with the upper end toward
the northeast even though the wind was
from the southwest. 1 can think of no
way in which a kite could have its upper
end downwindfrom its lowerend.
With regard to the tethered batlon
hypothesis, it is difficult to imagine how
a balloon could take on the shapeand tilt
described in the report. In particular, a
typical balloon madeof flexible material
would not come to a point at its upper
end; rather, _t would be roundedso that
it would have an overall"ic_e-creamcone"
shape, Even if the reported object had a
rounded upper end, it would still be only
marginally consistentwith a balloon becauseof the apparent tilt of the object.
For the axis of an ice-creamconeshap(
balloon to be tilted as shown wouln
require a strong (and steady) wind becausethe gasin the balloon=wouldalways

a period of about two hours. However,
explanation (b) is contradicted by the

showthat certain parts of the report can
be ignored,and that the remainingparts

be "trying" to make the cone axis vertiContinued on page 4
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REGRETS
SIGHTIHG
RobertSuffern, a lifetime residentof a
small Ontario town receiveda telephone
call from his sisterregardinga bright glow
a few blocksfrom his home.
Mr. Suffern drovetowardthe areaand
was able to observethe craft on the road.
His description was that the craft
appearedto be 12 to 14 feet in diameter
and saucer.shaped.
The witnessproceeded
toward the craft in his automobile even
though he was extremely frightened.The
object was directly in front of him.
Suddenly the "ship" ascendedstraightup
leaving no visible trail of smoke or
exhaust behind and vanished within
secondsfrom view.
Suffern, a 27-year old carpenter and
father of two childrenstated that before
the ship ascended, he saw a distinct
"figure" only 300-40O yardsfrom hiscar,
The description of the "spaceman" was
that, "he had very wide shoulderswhich
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May 16, 1975, West Chester, Pa.-A retired aircraft industry worker who also has
thrity years serviceas an Army Reserve Officer, and his wife reported observinga
brilliant light in the northwesternsky. The night sky wasclear and the l_ouplewasab!e
to view the light for twenty minutes.The light was estaimatedto be 15° above the
horizon and maintaineda steadyposition. The exterior circumferenceappearedto be
outlined with brightwhite lights.The interior of the circle wascomposedof numerous
white anda few greenlightsilluminated with the sameintensity of brilliance.
At varioustimes, the light appearedto pulsateasa total unit. The witnessanalyzed
the possibility that he and his wife had been viewing Venus. This theory was
discountedfive minutes later, when the couple noticed that the fight had vanished
completely.
September 12, 1975, Farmington, Minnesota-Two county policemen observedtwo
unusuallyshapedlights in the early morningsky at 4:05 a.m. Their first impression
was that they werevery bright starsuntil the two objects beganto movein a circular
motion which then changedto a "yo-yo" pattern. Suddenly,the secondobject moved
from belowthe first light to the top and then returnedto its originalposition.
The troopersreportedthe incidentto headquarters,and FAA wasalsocontactedto
inquire if radar was recordin_ any unusual patterns. The agenciesreports were
negative.
"--_

were out of proportion with the rest of

Mr. Suffern felt the need to have his

globe.typehelmet
and a silverygreysuit,
his
body." The creature
was wecring a
The witness quickly turned his car

return to a"normal"
type existence.
He
telephone
disconnectedso
that he can
felt that his life becamea "three ring
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around and headed for home. He was
"shaken and panicked" becauseof what
he had encountered. Once again, the
object appeared on the road ahead of
him. The-witness stopped his ear and
again observed the "creatUre" as it
mounted a fence effortlessly as though
'+it"werewelghtless.
Mr. Suffern reported the incident
immediately upon his arrival home to the
_,_,, local+_authorities:. 'He+felt ,'frustrated,.....
confused and could not even begin to

circus.'_ The processin which an investigation is handled and the publicity given
to this type of case can become a
deterrent for conscientious, scientific
UFO researchefforts.

I.am respondingto an article in the'
October issueof this paperwhichgavean
example of police assistanceto NICAP.
The official procedure for handling re-,

express the panic he was experiencing
regardingthis incident,
Becauseof the natureof UFO reports,
witnessesare reluctant at timesto report
sightings for fear of ridicule and embarassment'.Fortunately in most news
media reporting, UFO reportshave been
treated with dignity and the respect
deserved. However,there are still "'seneational" and inaccurateaccountspublished
by the newsmedia.
A typical example of this type of
reporting is the Suffern sighting. Television, newspaper reportersr and radio
stations literally inundated Mr. Suffern
with questions, calls, inquiries, etc., to
the point that he refusedand regretted
everhavingreportedthe incident.

Mr. Suffern hasrefusedto discussthe
incicientfurther with the news media,
NICAP's regionalinvestigatorhaswritten
to the witness end Mr. Suffernhasstated
that he wilt_cooperateto the best of hie
ability with NICAP.
Additional information pertaining to
this incidentwill be publishedin the UFO
INVESTIGATOR upon receipt of the
Regional Investigator'sreport and analysisconclusion,

ERRATUM
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The two drawingswhich-appeared
in the November1975 issueof the
UFO INVESTIGATOR on page 3
were sketched approximately 1½
yearsapart,
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ports of UFOs received by the Enfield,
Conn., Police Department was _zxplained
in this article. This procedure includes
givingcooperationto NICAP by passing
along information to NICAP, and cooperatingin any investigationssponsored
by NICAP. The article concluded by
suggesting
that the readersbring the need
of police assistancein this field to the
attention of their local polica departmerit.
Since reading that article, I have decidedto check into the amount of assistance my local police department givesin
this regard. I strongly urge others to do
theeame.
It is imperative, in order to make
progress in the field of ufology, that
those who receive sightings reports
(namely the police) give full cooperation +"
to researchers.There is an equally great
need for this to be brought to the
attentinn of the police.
Sincerely,
Patricia McMahon

F
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ca/. Only a rigid"balloon" could havethe
Continued from page 2
shape and orientation of the object. Of
course,evena rigid balloon,shapedlike a

"ultimate resort" by those who are conThe third choice is often used as an
vincedthat there areno unknown, macroscopic, physcial phenomenaleft to dis-
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long narrow football to matchthe shape
would "try" to maintain a vertica(axis if
tethered at the (lower) end. To make it

cover. They would argue that if the
phenomenondescribed in the report cannot be explained in terms of known
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MEMBERS

tilt sufficiently the tether would have to
be attached near the middle of the
"balloon". Of course the colorations of
the "balloon" plus the addition of a
"white fog" would benecessaryto match
the description,and one would have to
have a perfectly steadywind so that the
"balloon" would not moveor wobble,
The secondchoiceoffersthe possibility
of explaining the report by the "divide
and conquer" technique which hasbeen
used very successfully,although perhaps
not alwaysin the bestinterestsof science,
to explain other reports of unusualphenomena. To apply this technique one

phenomena,the report mustbea fabricetion, either intentional or unintentional,
on the part of the person(s)makingthe
report. An intentional fabricationwould
be a premeditatedhoax (fraud); an unintentional fabrication would be a manifestation of physiologicaland/or psychological phenomena.
Reasons for
intentional fabrication could includethe
desirefor monetary reward,the desirefor
pubITcnotice, and, perbaps, "status inconsistency." Reasonsfor unintentional
fabrication include mental distress,and/
or hallucination (psychological),and incorrect sensory data (physiological).

The OnondagaCommunity Collegein
Syracuse,N.Y. is offering a non-credit
course on UFOs beginningin January.
The coursedescriptionhas beenincluded
for your information.
With the abledassistanceof dedicated
UFO researchers,coursessuchasthis one
could be included into non-credit curriculathroughoutthe country.

could arguethat the only significantpart
of the report is the multiple witness
sightinglastingfor "maybe five minutes",
By giving zero weight to (i.e., ignoring)
the statements of the major observer's
children, the number of observerscan be
reducedfrom four to two. With regardto
the object itselF,one could arguethat the
report is correctonly as to (f) the general
shape of the object, and (2) the absence
of other objects in the sky near the

Since the report presentedhere was confirmed in part by at least one other
reliableobserver,it seemshighlyunlikely
that it is an unintentional fabrication.
Moreover, in view of the fact that the
observersneither expected nor received
either compensationor publicity, and, in
, fact, may have even placed their social
and economic security in jeopardy, it
seemsextremely unlikely that the report
is an intentional fabrication.

CourseDescription
and Objectives

object. These argumentsreduce the report to its "hard core," i.e., to the
portion that is least likely to have been
misreportad becauseit containsonly the
mostobviousdetailsand was madeby the
smallest number of (supposedly)reliable
observers.Accordingto the "hard core"
of the reportthen, a darkobject wasseen

The fourth choice,which"is to adopt a
"wait and see" attitude, is a legitimate
choice for a scientistwho isonly margin,
ally familiar with the literature of UFO
phenomena.Whetherthis scientisteventually decidesto accept an explanation in
terms of known phenomena,or whether
he decides to accept an explanation in

in the southeastagainstthe clear bluesky
just before sunset. The object was metionless for about five minutes.The two
observers were not able to identify it
d_spite its rather large angularsize and
despite the aid of binoculars. It is not
possible, from the hard core of the
report, to estimatethe actual size of the
object since its distance is not known,
Yet, despitethe loss of the size information and despitethe lossof the informetion on the fine detail of the object, it
still seemsunlikely that it can be identifled as an insect,a bird, a balloon,a kite,
a helicopter, or some other known phenomenon,

terms of a new phenomenonwould depond strongly upon his inner feelings
toward "semi-scientific" subjects and
upon whatever further studieshe might
make.
The fifth choice, that the report"describesa new physical phenomenon,is
probably not a legitimate choice for a
scientistto make basedon the informa.
tion contained in only a single report
such as this one. However, it would be a
legitimate choice for a scientistwho is
familiar with the literatureand for whom
a singlecrediblereport suchasthis one is
essentiallythe "last straw."
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"UFOs: AN INTRODUCTION"
Instructor:
Robert Barrow

This course is designedto offer students a samplingof modern UFO history,
primarily from the 1940's to the present,
and deals mainly with events on the
national U.S.A. level (some earlier sightingsand foreignsightingswill be touched
upon). The coursepresupposesthat the
UFO is a real, existent anomaly whose
identity must be reckonedwith through
structuredinvestigation.The intention of
the courseineludesattemptingtoclearup
someof the myths and misunderstanding
about the UFO subjectwhile, at the same
time, allowingfor classroomdiscussionof
the viewsand evidencepresented.

CourseOutline
(for six classroomsessions)
1. a) Introductionto course,
b) Discussion:"UFOs: What They
are Not, What They Could, and What
Kinds of PeopleSeeThem."
-2. "Some of the ClassicUFO Sightings."
3. "The Governmentand UFOs (Part I)."
4, "The Government and UFOs (Part
II)."
5. "Early UFO Sightings and Foreign
Sightings."
6. "Private UFO InvestigativeOrganizetions and Individuals Who Played an
Important Part."
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